All games below are included in the CHARMING CARMINE™ game suite!
In LINE ACTION players may choose between the following core games:
WILD WITCH™ features the innovative “Wild
Stays Moves and Pays” experience. If the Witch,
occurs 4-fold stacked it will transform into one
big Witch symbol, covering all reels and will
move one reel to the left in the next purchased
game with the same bet option.

With the Wild Flower Selection Feature, players can influence the win frequency and their
chance for big wins. The volatility selection
and the highly interactive features make WILD
FLOWER™ something special.

Come and join the mysterious journey through
the Ancient Aztec Pyramid. PYRAMID OF THE
SUN™ offers SUPER PLAY™ with 243 ways to
win. Once the bonus is triggered, the player has
to spin the bonus wheel to determine which of
the three bonuses will be awarded.

With the help of some magic stardust the fairy princess will appear randomly on screen in
MOONLIGHT MAGIC™ and transform one of
the regular symbols on the 1st reel into a golden symbol. These golden symbols trigger the
Cloning Symbol Feature.

DOLPHIN’S MOON™ features the new Dolphin’s
Line Bonus, offering a complete new binding
Wild function in the base game and bonus that
players will love. Three or more Chest symbols
trigger 10 free games.

The mayan priestess in GOLDEN CITY™ guides
players through a lush jungle of stacked symbols for a chance at high wins! Symbols occur
stacked on all five reels.

In MOVING MOMENTS™ players can experience the latest innovative WILD
STAYS feature: “WILD STAYS, MOVES, AND PAYS“, where a stacked wild moves one
reel to the right when choosing the same bet option in the next spin.

CLASSIC SLOTS features the following traditional volatile, low-line games:
In BRILLIANT FRUITS™ all wins are paid left
to right only. This classic slot game pays the
top award for 5 Diamond symbols on a payline
and has stacked symbols on all reels.

I LOVE FRUITS™ is another classic slot game
with all symbols appearing stacked except the
Heart symbol. Therefore the game offers good
chances for very high wins.

GAMBLERS‘ CHOICE features this top performing game in an extremely volatile version with rich-paying bonus features:
Come and explore the diamond filled cave of MIGHTY MINER™ EXTREME
where the Miner is wild and substitutes for all symbols except scatter.

